SOLUTION TO PREVENT PETS FROM EATING SOAP AT A LOCALLY MADE HAND WASHING FACILITY

Most communities usually complain of pets like goats eat soap when they put it at a hand washing facility. This makes most household members not to wash their hands with soap and this poses a great risk of diarrhoea causing germs to transmit from hand to mouth. It might be that you are one of those victims and here is an easy way of addressing it.

**Step one**
Find an empty bottle preferably a 500 ml volume so that it can serve two purposes.

**Step two**
Cut the bottle cross-sectional so that you have two parts, the top part where the lid is screwed and the bottom part.

**Step three**
Make a hole on your piece of soap you want to use for hand washing and tie it with a string

**Step four**
Make a hole on the lid of your bottle and let the string pass through it from the bottom so that the bottle encloses the soap.
Step five
Tie the string that comes out through the top of the bottle to a support on your hand washing facility. The bottom part of the bottle can be used as a tip tap.

There you are! You can now use your soap at any time without fear that pets will eat it, the soap will not crack due to direct sun rays and also there is promotion of re use of non-biodegradable materials. Any tin can be improvised to act as a soap container.
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